
Using Brain Science as a Roadmap to Fast-Track
Letter Sounds & Phonics Skills for Reading!

Program

Did you know that the brain has a backdoor for learning that’s easily hacked into? Using brain science as a road map,

discover how to transform hard letter sounds and phonics skills into child's play by targeting “backdoor” social and

emotional systems for learning! Fast-Track individual letter sound mastery in just two weeks to two months by

harnessing the instructional power of “what’s used together becoming fused together” in the brain. Take advantage of

learning loopholes rooted in brain plasticity and discover why “what's used together becomes fused together" in the

brain. Hack into our system for learning with powerful teaching tools that will leave you armed and ready for Monday

morning!

Presenters

Katie Garner

Katie Garner, M.Ed. (author of best-selling book, Secret Stories® Cracking the Reading Code with the Brain in Mind) is

an internationally known keynote speaker, author and literacy consultant with thirty years of experience working in

elementary grade classrooms across the country, and a passion for infusing neuroscience into literacy and learning!

PRESENTED BY

Katie Garner

 
SERIES SESSIONS

Date Time

May 05, 2020 9:00 AM - 11:00 AM

May 07, 2020 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM

May 11, 2020 9:00 AM - 11:00 AM

 
LOCATION

Online

FEE

$0.00

QUESTIONS?

Contact Us:

403-381-5580

REGISTER ONLINE

Visit our website to register:

sapdc.ca

tel:403-381-5580
https://www.sapdc.ca/


Katie's “backdoor-to-the-brain” approach to fast-tracking phonics skills for reading, via social-emotional learning

systems, shifts the paradigms associated with beginning literacy skill instruction. Her fast-paced, dynamic

presentations spotlight brain-changing strategies for boosting existing reading curriculum and phonics instruction with

the latest reading science showing how our brains learn best. Katie's practical and proven methods for

bringing neuroscience into the forefront of literacy and learning have been the subject of numerous professional journal

articles, and have been shared in both lecture and panel discussions at Harvard University and MIT. 

https://www.KatieGarner.com

Registration Notes

Session recordings will remain online for attendees to access for no more than 30 days after each original broadcast, after
which, all copies will then be permanently deleted.

This session is made possible through funding from Alberta Education.

*We cannot guarantee the link being sent to you in a timely manor if registered after the session starts for the day.*

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://www.katiegarner.com/&data=02|01|Kelsey.Chic@sapdc.ca|59c6954a806b4ac3eeb708d7ebb993b4|3c0e8b63e64e4c8da40f1d213b670472|0|0|637237054582421071&sdata=s0MiZj14lLSDw07H9gA0Ebbp1hJ5bqft5Hk+0z4zoIQ=&reserved=0

